
edddison Tutorial

edddison for Unity 3D – Setup 
and first steps
edddison is a visualization tool that allows non-technical 
users to easily develop and present real-time 3D 
applications. 
It offers the possibility to navigate through 3D data in 
familiar program environments. 
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1. Install software 
Install Unity Pro 4.0 or higher on 
your PC running Windows 7, 8, or 
8.1 

Note: The demo projects found 
on our homepage (edddison.com/
downloads-demo) request Unity 
Pro 4.5 or higher.

3. Activate edddison in Unity
Use one of the demo projects found 
on our homepage (edddison.com/
downloads-demo) to start edddison.

Unzip the file, open it in Unity and 
press the play button.

edddison will start automatically.

2. Install edddison

Install edddison on your computer. 
Follow the installation wizard until 
the end. You might need to restart 
your computer at the end of the 
installation process.
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4. Import demo project in 
edddison
Use the Import Project button 
to import the downloaded demo 
project into edddison. Then select it 
and click on the Open button.

5. Use the edddison editor to 
directly control Unity
edddison is now ready for use. Start 
a walk through by moving the point 
of view symbol with the mouse. 
Use the mouse wheel to rotate your 
point of view.

6. edddison editor
Switch between the program 
sections and feel free to play around 
with the settings and values.

Create scene elements List of created elements/objects

Device playground Change 
properties/values
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7. Next steps

For more tutorials and help with 
the next steps, check out the Help 
section in edddison or visit our 
homepage: edddison.com

There you will also learn how to use 
a tablet to navigate the 3D file. 

Recommendation
Use two screens. One for the 3D 
window and one for edddison.


